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INTRODUCTION 
 
The following proposal gives details of a walking holiday, specifically arranged for  
Stoke Lodge Rambling Club. 
Whilst care has been taken to include all aspects of the holiday, the proposal remains 
in draft form, with potential to be revised.  
This draft will be used as the basis of agreement between your walking group, Secret 
Hills Walking and the appointed hotel. 
 
DATE OF WALKING HOLIDAY 
 
 The date provisionally set is Sunday October 2 2022 
 
NUMBERS ON THE HOLIDAY 
 
It is anticipated that there will be approximately the following 
 
Approximately 20 -24walkers. 
 
AREA OF WALKING 
 This proposal covers. 
 
 The Gower Peninsula 
 
DETAILS OF ACCOMMODATION 
 
 
The Kings Head Hotel, Llangennith 
https://kingsheadgower.co.uk/ 
 
 The hotel has 26 rooms. 
 
The public rooms of the hotel will be available to you. A separate meeting room will 
be available for you, for group meetings, events etc. 
 
DETAILS OF MEALS 
 
Breakfast and dinner will be provided in the main dining room.  
Evening dinner is three courses There are several choices of starters, main courses and 
sweets, including a vegetarian option.  
 
Lunch – is not included in our quotation as group members generally prefer to 
determine their own lunch arrangements. 
 
We can however help with arrangements we have three options for lunch. 

1. Bring or provide your own. 
2. The hotel can provide packed lunches – pre ordered the night before 
3. We stop at cafes/pubs along the way 
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Costs of lunches are not included in the price quotations. 
 
 
THE HOTEL 
Is walker friendly with a strong reputations for understanding and managing walkers 
needs.  
 
CAR PARKING 
Secure Car parking is provided at the side of all hotel 
 
THE WALKS 
 
Secret Hills Walking will organise walks as follows: 
 
First afternoon 
If you arrive in time and want to have a SHORT walk first afternoon – say 2.30pm to 
4.30pm  
 
We will arrange two walks a day,  
 
Walk one will be 8-9 miles, - Grade D+ Some climbing and descending 
Walk two will be 4 5 miles.- Grade E- Mainly flattish but with some small ascents 
and descents, taken steadily 
 
Administration 
We will provide – joining instructions for each walker, arrangements for the hotel, 
financial transactions etc. 
 
Additional Transport to walks start and finish- Two days – this is built into the price 
quoted here. 
 
Financial Arrangements 
 
Sharing a double /twin room 
Three nights is £384 per person 
 
Single supplements 
 
There will be a nightly charge of £12 as we will be using twin rooms/double rooms as 
sole occupancy 
 
Three night sole occupancy price is £420 per person 

What you get on Group holiday organised by us. 

Accommodation – bed breakfast- en suite 
Dinner – three courses 
Transport to walks start and from walks finish 
All administration to set up the holiday 
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All day to day administration – liaising with you, hotels, and changes to rooming lists 
etc 
Provision of joining details prior to holiday 
All financial issues with hotels/transport companies etc 
Walks leading on all days 
 
Secret Hills Walking will arrange to pay all hotels and transport companies 
 
The prices below are based up to date 2022 prices after discussions with the hotels   
 
It is very likely that hotels will increase their prices during the period that we are 
determining dates and areas – we therefore reserve the right to revise these quotations 
should we receive notifications of price increases. We will provide evidence of such 
notifications 
 
Secured numbers on the holiday 
 
Whilst the hotel prices are based on each person, Secret Hills Walking additional 
costs are broadly fixed irrespective of the numbers that sign on for your holiday. 
 
Our fixed costs are 

- Walk leader fees- we pay our leaders who are ML trained according to a 
general scale accepted in the walking professional industry 

- Walk leaders accommodation and meals where they cannot reasonably 
travel to the venue 

- Walk leader expenses – the cost of travel to a venue, lunches 
- Cost of transport to walks start and from where applicable 
- Secret Hills Walking administration costs to administer the holiday 
- Secret Hills walking finance costs to process hotel/transport invoices. 

 
Consequently, we will need to add extra fees to the ones quoted here should the 
number reduce below the base agreed numbers – see below. 
 
The range we have used for the per person per night calculation is 24 walkers.  Should 
the numbers reduce below 24 then an extra per person fee will be applied. 
 
However, should numbers rise above 24, then a reduction in the per person fee will be 
applied. 
 In broad terms the increase/decrease £1.50 per person per night. 
 
Deposit 
A per person figure - £50 - payable at the time of booking. 
Practically, we will receive deposits from you as you get them, at a convenient time 
for you. 
 
Settlement 
 
Secret Hills Walking will invoice the group on September 1 and will be paid on 
September 15. 
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Free place 
 
Secret Hills Walking will allocate a free place on this holiday – based upon a 
minimum of 24 walers attending. Under this figure – we will discuss how we can 
help.  
 
Joining Instructions 
 
Secret Hills Walking will ASSIST IN THE PROVISION OF Joining Details as 
needed. 
 
Duration of Quotation 
The quotation shown here remains FIRM for the dates shown. Any other dates, may 
change the overall cost. 
 
 
Cancellations, Additions and Substitutes. 
 
Should a cancellation take place before the full amount is due, the deposit will be 
returned. 
Should a cancellation be enacted within one month of the start date of the holiday, 
then a negotiation between Secret Hills Walking and the hotel, will determine what 
needs to be paid as a cancellation fee. 
Additional places can be booked at any time – even a few days before the date. 
Substitutes are allowable at any time. 
 
 
Secret Hills Management  
Alan Garner is responsible for all the commercial issues during this holiday – 
proposals/invoicing and financial transactions with hotel and transport 
 
Pam Greenwood – will deal with all detailed administration with the group- 
reservations/changes to reservations/laising with the hotel , transport and lunch 
stops and all issues that require liason between the walk leaders , hotel and the 
group 
 
Simon Foster – will set up the walking programme, liase with other leaders, liase 
with the group on exact walks agreement and run the walking programme 
during the holiday. He will also be Secret Hills representative during your stay 
Walking Programmes- a draft for discussion 
 
Potential walk routes 
 First afternoon 
If you arrive in time and want to have a SHORT walk first afternoon – say2.00pm to 
4.30pm  
 
We will arrange two walks a day  
Walk one will be 9 - 10  miles, - Grade D+ 
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Walk two will be 5-6 miles.- Grade E 
 
 (In practice the group will decide on exact distances, but this is hilly country and 
we would want to advise on distance, terrain, ascents and descents. We remain 
flexible on all the above, and will work with group leaders to produce the correct 
walks to fit your groups abilities and aspirations) 
  
 
 Day one - afternoon 
Between 5km and 6km with an ascent of 93m 
The arrival day walk is a local walk from the Kings Head Inn. We walk east across 
open fields past college mill towards a small stream. Once over the stream we have a 
80m climb up a field before heading off towards the Wales coastal path. We pass 
through Hillend campsite joining the coastal path for a short while. There is an option 
to continue onto the sandy beach at this point dependent on weather conditions. The 
walk then heads north towards Morris Hill before we begin the short walk back into 
Llangennith. The paths are generally good with a mixture of footpaths, fields and 
sandy beach. This walk will be taken at a leisurely pace. 
 
Day two Full Day 
 
Walk A 
10.5 miles walk 401m ascent in total 
This walk takes us to the 3 peaks of Llanmadoc Hill (186m) Ryers Down (114m) and 
Hardings Down (152m). We follow the same route as the medium walk until we reach 
Llanmadoc and the village cafe. We then head down the road to Cheriton and onto the 
Wales Coastal path before heading up to Ryers Down.  From the summit of Ryers 
Down we continue across open fields before our final summit Hardings Down. The 
final leg of the walk sees us dropping back down and into Llangennith. 
 
Walk B 
6 miles walk 120 m ascent in total 
This walk initially takes us up to the summit of Llanmadoc Hill before heading to the 
Wales coastal path. We continue along the coast path before a short climb to the 
village of Llanmadoc where there is a lovely cafe run by the local community. We 
then continue our walk along the sea shore before returning to Llangennith via the 
Wales coast path and a lovely lane. 
 
 
Day three  Full Day 
 
Coach pick up at hotel 
Group A drop offPort Eynon  
Group B drop Rhossilli 
All groups walk back to the Kings Head – no return pick ups 
 
Walk A 
9.5 miles 450m ascent in total  
This longer coastal walk starts at Port Eynon. We head down to the Wales coastal 
path and over to Port Eynon where we follow the same route as the medium group to 
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Rhossili and then over to Llangennith via Rhossili down. A fantastic walk with 
amazing views all the way. Good underfoot with lots of ups and downs. 
 
 
 
 
 
Walk B 
  5.5 miles 120 m ascent in total 
 We start at Rhossili and walk towards Worms Head before talking the coast path  for 
a breath-taking walk for two miles along the cliffs. We return into Rhossilli village for 
lunch. 
After lunch we take the low level path back to Llangennith along the edge of Rhossilli 
beach and through Hill end campsite  
 
 Day four 
One half day walk. 
 
Arranged on your way back home 
In the Caswell Bay and Three Cliffs Bay area. 
 
Administration 
We will provide – joining instructions for each walker, arrangements for the hotel, 
financial transactions etc. 
 
Additional Transport to walks start 
One day – this is built into the price quoted here. 
 
 


